
Master Class Description

Boots and a Bag – 5 days, 7-8 hours a day

This master class allows students to create two products in a short time, boots with laces
and a matching hand bag.

A. Making Felted Boots 

Students will learn:

1. how to take measurements and build the template;

2. how to use this pattern for the production of various models of boots in the future;

3. how to make boots with laces, which is a more complex model, and based on this
knowledge, the students easy then can make other models of shoes. Explanations on this
will be given during the class. 

Natalya teaches not  only  how to create various models of  felted boots based on one
pattern, but she also teaches master skills of classic shoe maker adapted to felted boots,
thus creating felted orthopaedic shoes. This involves creating felted shoes with a good
level of foot support, having inner soles and stiff shoe back (heel box). This is a complex
shoe making technique, but it is most solid way to make felted shoes, which have been
tested by many of Natalya's clients during many years. 

  

B. Making Felted Matching Bag

Students will also create a hand bag using Natalya's universal template. 

This template allows to create 4 different bags. We will be creating one bag during
the master  class.  However,  students  will  receive  instructions  how to  create  another  3
versions of bag using the same original template.

number of Students: 10- 12 due to a complexity of a master class. Natalya likes to
work with her students on a basis one to one giving them lots of her attention, keeping a
close eye on all processes involved due to a complexity of a shoemaking process. 

Description of a master class Boots and a Bag

First Day:
 Taking measurements;
 Constructing  template  including  wool  shrinkage,  making  felted  samples  for

shrinkage calculation and to determine the thickness of the felt for boots in making;
 Making a Sketch; 
 Making the template for the bag.

Second day: BOOTS: 
 prepare layout on a resist;
 Wet the layout and start to felt on the resist by rolling. Working on the boots shape,

use the shoe lasts to shape the boots, than shape bootleg. Correct all mistakes. 



Third day: working on BOOTS AND BAG: 
 Finish the boots: - Making heel box for boots - remove shoe last from boots
 Make a start on a bag: - Prepare layout of wool, start to felt with the resist inside,

work on shape, continue rolling.

Fourth day: 
1) Bags: - Giving the final shape to the bag
2) Boots: - Installing the heel box to the shoes - Installing the insoles in the shoes -
Preparing the boots to put on the soles - Attaching soles to the shoe.

Fifth day: 
1) Final additions to the Bag: - Installing accessories on the bag, lining the bag. 
2) Boots: - Installing Accessories on boots -Stitch Soles on boots

The specific of making felted boots is complex and requires few days. Boots must
be completely dry in order to continue working with accessories and to assemble all boots
parts, sole, hill  and insole. This is the reason I run master class creating two products
boots and a matching bag. We first felt boots, leave it to dry, meanwhile felt a hand back.
When the boots are dry, we then spend one day to finish boots and a felted back installing
all accessories.


